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PRODIGYFRONTIER, LDA
BOCCIA BALL 
CATALOG  
Supplier of Licenced 
Boccia balls for BISFed



ProdigyFrontier, is a Portuguese company that manufactures and sells the brand Tutti 
per Tutti Sport. 

We specialize in Boccia (official) games, ramps, helmets and other equipment. 

We have the collaboration of an extensive team, studying the best technologies in the 
production of different sports equipment, in order to achieve and deliver excellent 
quality.

In partnership with and monitored by special needs institutions, all our products are 
entirely made in Portugal.

Furthermore we perform consulting services in the field of disability, rehabilitation and 
the elderly that make it possible for your institution to have access to the most suitable 
materials with great conditions.

In the company facilities there is a permanent Boccia court, open to the community, so 
that the clients can test our products.



TUTTI PER TUTTI BOCCIA BALLS

290,00€SET T2020

Hand-made balls in synthetic leather, filled with polymer with anti-static 
properties, which maintains its characteristics between -40° up to +50°C. 
We have three types of hardness (Hard, Medium, Soft).

Ideal for intensive use and suitable to different grounds.

Set composed by 13 balls (6 blue, 6 red and 1 white), supplied with a 
comfortable cork backpack, with rigid removable interior with 15 alveolus.



350,00€SET NUMBER ONE

Hand-made balls in synthetic leather, filled with polymer with anti-static 
properties, which maintains its characteristics between -40° up to +50°C. 
We have three types of hardness (Super Hard, Hard, Medium, Soft).

Their precise trajectory is due to its leather characteristics and good grip. 
Ideal for competition.

Set composed by 13 balls (6 blue, 6 red and 1 white), supplied with a 
comfortable cork backpack, with rigid removable interior with 15 alveolus.

320,00€SET ELITE

Hand-made balls in synthetic leather, filled with polymer with anti-static 
properties, which maintains its characteristics between -40° up to +50°C. 
We have three types of hardness (Hard, Medium, Soft).

Set composed by 13 balls (6 blue, 6 red and 1 white), supplied with a 
comfortable cork backpack, with rigid removable interior with 15 alveolus.



350,00€SET CORK

Handmade with natural cork, antistatic polymer filing that maintains its core 
characteristics in environments within -40 º and +50 º Celsius. 
We have four types of hardness (Hard, Medium, Soft, Supersoft).

It’s a exclusive product with unmatched properties that utilizes the sustainable, 
ecological and noble material from nature that is cork.

Impermeable, antibacterial, hygienic and extremely soft to the touch are just 
some of the qualities of this material. This product has great durability and 
resistance even in abrasive surfaces.

Furthermore, apart being natural and ecological, it presents innovating 
characteristics in how it behaves during games, allowing excellent 
performances.

Set composed by 13 balls (6 blue, 6 red and 1 white), supplied with a 
comfortable cork backpack, with rigid removable interior with 15 alveolus.



25,00€T2020 MODEL CORK MODEL 30,00€

SINGLE BALLS
Can also be brought as single balls. Available in blue, red and white.

LICENSED BOCCIA BALLS



30,00€

35,00€

ELITE MODEL

NUMBER ONE MODEL



PLUS VAT (IF APPLICABLE) AND
SHIPPING COSTS ON ALL PRODUCTS

ALL BALLS ARE LICENSED BY BISFED
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